I-18-4695 - Concrete Structures, Retaining Wall – Supplement
RR-17-5000 - DC-ACC1 & DC-ACC1A Security Fence Installation
I-18-4699 - Drill and Set Soldier Piles
RR-17-4291 - Aggregate Subgrade Balancing
RR-17-4291 - Earth Excavation Final Balancing
RR-16-4255 - Incentive Proposal - Supplemental
I-18-4373 - Additional Protective Shield
I-17-4336 - UPRR License and Insurance
RR-17-4313 - Precast Patching - Additional Weather Costs
RR-16-4255 - Roadway Lighting Changes
I-17-4683 - Adjustment for Supreme Dr Bridge Piles
I-17-4683 - Adjustment for Supreme Dr Bridge Piles
RR-16-4258 Layout Changes for Roadway Lighting
RR-18-4362 Lighting Improvements
RR-16-4285 Reconstruction & Site Improvements at M-6 - Maintenance Facility
I-15-4237 Touhy Underpass Luminaires Orientation
RR-16-4255 Structural Timber Boards for I-355 Roadway and Bridge Rehabilitation
RR-16-4255 Supplemental Anchor Block Concrete Replacement
I-17-4338 I-294 Advance Fiber Relocation Installation
I-17-4688 Electric Service to IDOT Traffic Signal
I-18-4389 Full Depth Deck Slab Repair
I-17-4688 Electric Service on Touhy Avenue
RR-18-4397 Plaza 41 Site Modifications
RR-17-4345 LED Retrofit and ITS Device Replacement Field Issue
RR-16-4351 MOT Revisions
RR-13-4116 Soil Disposition
I-18-4373 Waukegan Bridge Drainage System
I-18-4695 Drainage Modifications due to NAW 2 Conflicts
RR-13-4116 Double Handle Earth Excavation
RR-13-4116 Stage 2 Pavement Protection
RR-18-4397 K Rated Vehicular Gate at M-1 Yard
I-15-4237 Touhy Underpass Luminaires Orientation
RR-18-9014 East Entrance Repairs at Tollway Headquarters Building
I-18-4389 Field Change 2 to Median Barrier Wall Junction Boxes
RR-13-4116 Sealer for I-88 Roadway Construction
RR-13-4116 Beam Replacement
I-18-4694 Provide for Concrete Shoulders
I-18-4390 Concrete Patch Over Utility Trenches
RR-18-4403 Winter Protection of Work
I-18-4423 Additional Work Related to Building Removal
I-17-4683 Quantity Adjustment for 12 Inch Shell Piles
I-13-4617 Additional Maintenance of Traffic
I-18-4373 Erosion Control Blanket
I-18-4373 Waukegan Pier Crash Wall Modifications
RR-16-4285 Anti-Ram Fence
RR-17-5000 Temporary Cooling for Tollway Data Center
I-17-4688 Intelligent Compaction Calibration
RR-18-4351 Aggregate Base for Temporary Pavement
RR-17-4291 Pay Item Balancing
RR-18-4351 Revised and Excessive Fillets
RR-18-4351 Abutment Soil Reinforcement
RR-18-4351 Abutment Soil Reinforcement
RR-18-4351 Underpass Luminaire Hangers
RR-18-4351 Shoulder Repair
I-18-4695 Provide for NAW Design Requirements
I-18-4695 Ground Preparation and PGE Placement
I-18-4695 Provide for SN535CD Schedule Recovery
RR-17-4329 Provide for 159th Street Living Snow Fence
RR-17-4345 LED Retrofit and ITS Device Replacement
RR-17-4345 Provide for Buckley Road Luminaire Hangers
I-18-4695 Provide for SN536CD Schedule Recovery
I-18-4389 Relocated Median OHSS Sign and Gantry Foundations
RR-17-4341 Additional Guardrail Repairs
I-17-4687 Slope Wall Repairs at Ramp G5
I-17-4687 Provide for Crash Wall and Attenuator at Prospect Avenue
I-14-4206 Winter Protection at Retaining Walls
I-18-4392 Provide for Mainline Lane Closures
I-17-4683 Additional Splices for H Piles
RR-16-5714 Year 3 MOT Allowance Increase
I-18-4392 Paved Shoulder Removal
I-18-4392 Provide for Soil Modification
I-18-4695 Additional Granular Backfill Behind Retaining Wall - Supplement
I-18-4391 Supplement to MOT For Business Systems
I-18-4392 Pipe Underdrain, Fabric Lined Trench 6"
RR-13-4117R Ramp N Warm-Mix Asphalt Shoulders 7.75IN
RR-13-4117R Ramp M Warm-Mix Asphalt Shoulders 7.75IN
RR-16-4256 Combined Field Office
I-18-4392 Harmony Rd Stage 1B MOT West Leg
I-18-4392 Harmony Rd Stage 1B MOT East Leg
RR-16-5714 Additional year 3 patching
I-18-4699 Drill and Set Soldier Piles
RR-16-4256 Crash Investigation Site Storm Sewer
RR-16-4254 Existing Base Course Variance - Supplemental
RR-16-4258 Supplement to ATP #25.1 - Proposed Roadway Lighting Changes
RR-16-4273 Final Balancing Change Order for Roadway Items
RR-16-4273 Drainage and Erosion Control Items Final Balancing Change Order
RR-18-9014 Maintain Access to the South Entrance
I-14-4642 Roadway Electrical & Lighting Items - Final Balance
RR-18-4399 Topsoil Excavation / Aggregate Replacement Inside Fenced Areas
RR-16-4258 Construction Revision 4 Changes IT/ITS
RR-16-4258 Supp. To ATP 86 Drainage Basin Planting and Erosion Control
RR-17-4312 Category A Interim Balancing No. 2
RR-16-4256 Temporary Stabilization with Blanket
RR-13-4117R Class D Patch Type I, II, IV
RR-16-5714 Extended Insurance
I-16-4274 Balancing Roadway and Traffic Items
RR-16-4277R Truck Mounted Attenuator for Equipment
RR-17-4341 Impact Energy Attenuator Replacement
RR-16-4256 Noise Abatement Wall Redesign Engineering
RR-17-4349 Stabilization & Pavement Patching SB I-294 MP 5.5
RR-17-4313 Hand form WB Barrier Wall at Naperville Road
RR-16-4277R Provide Attenuator Truck for Patching
I-14-4220 Material Escalation Costs
I-14-4220 Labor Wage Rate Escalation
I-18-4373 Additional Pile Quantity
I-18-4392 Water Blasting Pavement Mark Removal
RR-13-4116 Earth Ex Supplement
RR-13-4116 Earth Ex
I-18-4373 Additional Excavation to Allow for ComEd Relocation
I-18-4695 Pile Driving Obstruction - Supplement
I-16-4274 Embankment Modification
I-18-4373 Additional Waukegan Road Bridge Repairs
I-18-4373 RFI's #68+91 - Sign Structure Grounding System
I-18-4699 Drill and Set Soldier Piles - Supplement
I-18-4391 Additional Plaza Pavement Grooving
RR-16-4273 Final Balancing Change Order for Roadway Items
I-18-4373 Additional MOT Modifications for Counter Flow
RR-16-4277R Short Term Pavement Markings
RR-16-4256 Maintenance of Traffic Supplement
I-18-4392 Pavement Marking Removal Water Blasting
I-18-4392 Asphalt Shoulder Rumble Strip, 16 Inch
RR-16-4258 Supplement to ATP 96 - Cellular & Radio Bi-Directional Amplifier
I-18-4373 Issue #11 - Rebar Quantity Revisions for RFI 79
I-18-4374 Issue #1 - Structures Revisions
I-18-4374 Issue #1 - Roadway and Miscellaneous Revisions
RR-13-4117R Additional Sub-Structure Repairs
RR-17-4341 Emergency Pavement Patching
I-17-4683 Mobilizing Crane From P5 Bridge Supplemental
I-17-4683 Asphalt Shoulder Repair for Ramp G7-WB EOWA Slab Jacking
I-18-4694 Premium Time for Pier Construction - Supplement
I-18-4694 Single Slope Parapet Wall
I-18-4373 Temperature Control of Concrete
I-18-4373 Issue #12 - Additional Erosion Control Blanket
RR-16-4285 Cellular and Radio Amplification System
RR-16-4285 Floor Cleaner Spare Parts
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RR-18-4439 Flagg Creek Expansion Joint Repairs
RR-13-4117R Subgrade Improvements for Temporary Pavement
RR-13-4117R Pre-Stage Mill and Overlay Limits Revision
RR-16-4256 Fiberglass Conduit
RR-17-4313 Install New Lighting Cable Harness
I-18-4427 Trailer Mounted Portable CCTV Camera
I-17-4687 Site Stabilization FRC Supplemental
I-18-4391 Supplement 2 to MOT For Business Systems
I-16-4274 Embankment Modification
I-16-4274 ComEd Utility Electrical Service
I-18-4374 Roadway and Bridge Reconstruction
RR-18-4404 Supplement to ATP#2-Conduit for Comed Utility Relocation
RR-13-4117R Unforeseen Drainage Work
RR-13-4117R Non-Special Waste Disposal Stage 1
RR-16-4258 Supplement to ATP 88 - Sidewalk Access Behind Building
I-18-4373 Waukegan Road Bride, Pier 1 Structural Concrete Repairs
I-18-4392 Ramp D Chemically Stabilized Subgrade 16
I-18-4392 Ramp C Chemically Stabilized Subgrade
RR-13-4117R Topsoil Excavation and Disposal
RR-16-4253 Pipe Runners - Structure 1193C
I-18-4389 Additional Compensation for Sign Luminaire Installation
I-18-4389 Additional Work Median Barrier ATM Transition
I-18-4390 Oasis Maintenance During Construction
I-18-4392 IL 23 Stage 2 MOT
I-18-4427 Foundation Removal
RR-18-4404 Supplement to ATP 1 - Water Main Relocation
RR-13-4117R Construction Revision 2
I-18-4373 Additional Railroad Flagger Costs
I-18-4392 Paved Shoulder Removal 12inch
I-18-4699 Construction Revision #1
I-18-4373 Waukegan Road Bridge, Pier 1 Structural Concrete Repairs
I-18-4374 Added Shoulder Rumble Strip Removal
I-18-4392 Ramp C Chemically Stabilized Subgrade
RR-16-4258 Supplement to ATP 88 - Sidewalk Access Behind Building
RR-18-4404 Supplement to ATP #2: Conduit for ComEd Utility Relocation
I-18-4427 Foundation Removal
I-18-4699 Construction Revision #1
RR-13-4117R Construction Revision 2
RR-16-4253 Pipe Runners - Structure 1193C
RR-18-4404 Supplement to ATP 1 - Water Main Relocation
I-18-4373 Additional Railroad Flagger Costs
I-18-4389 Additional Compensation for Sign Luminaire Installation
I-18-4389 Additional Work Median Barrier ATM Transition
I-18-4390 Oasis Maintenance During Construction
I-18-4392 IL 23 Stage 2 MOT
RR-13-4117R Topsoil Excavation and Disposal
RR-13-4117R Unforeseen Drainage Work
I-18-4374 Issue #1 Structures Revisions
I-18-4391 95th St Bridge Parapet Repair
I-18-4392 Harmony Road Undercuts
I-18-4392 Soil Modifications Ramp C
I-18-4392 Soil Modifications Ramp D
I-18-4695 SN535CD Schedule Recovery - SUPPLEMENT #2
I-18-4695 SN536D Schedule Recovery - SUPPLEMENT
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RR-13-4117R Asphalt Tack Coat
RR-16-4256 Roadway Appurtenances Item Interim Balancing
RR-16-4285 Locker Room Mechanical
RR-13-4117R Pre-Stage Mill and Overlay Limits Revision
RR-17-5000 Additional Overhead for DC-ACC1 & DC-ACC1A
RR-17-5000 Data Center Renovation Revision No. 1 - Baffle Installations
I-18-4392 Mainline Lane Closures
I-16-4274 Roadway Missing Pay Items
I-17-4683 On-Site Stockpile Embankment Material
I-18-4373 Winter Protection for Concrete - 2018
I-18-4373 Winter Protection for Concrete - 2019
I-18-4373 Winter Protection of Concrete at BN 349 Due to ComEd Delays
RR-13-4117R Additional Saw Cuts
RR-13-4117R Quarterly Balancing of Roadway Items
RR-16-4255 Supplemental Varying Bonded Preformed Joint Seal
RR-16-4256 Additional Test Strips
I-18-4392 Paved Shoulder Removal 12inch
I-16-4274 Subgrade Soil Stabilization, Type IV IL Route 47
I-18-4433 Jacking Pit Temp Barrier Wall and Attenuator
RR-16-4256 Beaumont Ditch Regarding
RR-16-4256 Wood Noise Abatement Wall Repair
I-18-4373 Additional Railroad Flagger Costs
I-18-4392 Signing Modifications
RR-13-4116 Emergency Patching
RR-18-4400 Hydroexcavate Plaza 23 Post Foundations
I-18-4392 IDOT Lighting Modifications
I-18-4392 IDOT Light Poles
I-18-4438 CM Field Office - Type C
RR-16-4285 EO6 Building Utilities - Water & Sewer
RR-18-4351 Field Issue #1
RR-18-4351 Temporary Impact Attenuator Repair
I-18-4390 Oasis Maintenance During Construction - Supplement
I-16-4274 Subgrade Soil Stabilization, Type IV Ramps D & E
I-18-4373 Barrier Wall Expansion Joints
I-18-4392 High Tension Cable Median Barrier
I-18-4695 Additional Excavation & Embankment for I-90 EB Eastside of Higgins Creek - Supplement #2
RR-16-4258 High-Speed Doors Access Control System
I-18-4374 Temporary IDOT Surveillance Cable at US RT 41
I-18-4392 IL 23 Resurface South Limits
I-18-4430 Drilled Shaft Elevation Discrepancy
RR-13-4116 Beam Replacement
RR-16-4277R Shoulder Reconstruction
RR-18-4439 Additional Maintenance of Traffic - TMA
RR-16-4256 Fiberglass Conduit
I-18-4392 Parking Lot Mods
I-18-4392 Plaza Loop Conduit
RR-13-4116 Ground Heater
I-17-4688 Furnish ALSF Equipment
RR-18-4404 Pad for Equipment Storage
I-17-4688 Quantity Adjustment - Ductbank Backfill
I-18-4374 IDOT Sewer Relocation at BN 361
I-18-4392 IL 23 Undercuts - North Lanes
I-18-4695 ITS Power Relocate - Supplement #2
RR-17-4313 Install New Lighting Cable Harness
RR-13-4116 CTS Patching
RR-13-4116 CTS Soil Modification
I-17-4683 Loading of Waste Material from Stockpile 1
I-17-4683 Earth Excavation
I-17-4683 Roadway Item Overages
I-17-4683 Unplanned Unsuitable Material Removal
I-16-4274 CRC Pavement Quantity Adjustment Issue 14
I-16-4274 Grates for Headwalls Type III and IV
I-18-4699 Sign Structure Quantity Adjustment
RR-16-4256 Out of Sequence Wall Relocation - Stage 2
I-18-4433 Recovery Schedule Premium Time
I-18-4392 Elevator Road
I-18-4392 IDOT OSOW Modifications
I-18-4392 Parking Lot Modifications
RR-17-5000 Additional MEP Work for DC-ACC1 & DC-ACC1A Relocation Adjustment
I-18-4374 UPRR Bridge Changes
I-18-4427 Granular Subbase, 6" Special
RR-13-4116 ITS Relocation
RR-16-4256 Additional Curing Requirements
RR-16-4256 Furnish Glare Screen
I-18-4427 Irving Park Transition Approach Slabs
I-18-4446 Glare Screen
I-18-4699 Fiber Optic System Installation Acceleration
RR-13-4117R Non-Special Waste Disposal Revised
RR-19-4451 QTY ADJ. - Rapid Concrete Pavement Patching & Repair
RR-19-4455 Slope Stabilization Seeding
I-18-4392 Harmony Rd Stage 1C MOT
I-18-4427 Trailer Mounted Portable CCTV Camera
I-17-4683 Rebar Terminators
I-18-4430 Construction Revision #2
RR-13-4116 MASH Temporary Concrete Barrier
I-18-4374 GeoGrid Soil Reinforcement in Lieu of Chemical Stabilization
I-18-4392 IDOT OSOW Modifications
RR-13-4117R Non-Tracking Asphalt Tack Coat
RR-16-4258 South Driveway Entrance Modifications
I-18-4427 Foundation Removal
RR-19-4451 Additional Pavement Patches (CAL)
RR-19-4451 Qty Adj. - Rapid Concrete Pavement Patching & Repair
RR-19-4451 HMA Shoulder Removal & Replacement Gore Area at Plaza 61
I-18-4374 GeoGrid Soil Reinforcement in Lieu of Chemical Stabilization
I-18-4392 Elevator Road
I-18-4392 Pavement Removal
I-18-4392 Roundabout MOT
I-18-4433 Non-Special Waste Removal
RR-18-4439 Supplemental Railroad Flagging
RR-18-4439 Flagg Creek Bridge Deck Patching
I-18-4392 ComEd Transformer Pad
I-18-4699 Elmhurst Road Bridge Connector and Approach Pavement Repairs
RR-19-4451 Additional Pavement Marking EB I-88, West of Plaza 61
I-18-4392 Acceleration
I-18-4392 Temporary Rumble Strip
RR-18-4351 Balance of Bridge Items
RR-13-4116 Ramp E Modification
RR-13-4116 Beam Demolition
RR-16-4285 Garage Door Entry System
I-17-4687 Prospect Avenue Attenuator
RR-16-4258 Lube Room Supply & Exhaust - ISU 24 and Supplement
I-18-4374 Additional Schedule Recovery Compensation
RR-19-4470 Partial depth Patching
RR-13-4116 PRS Pavement Adjustment
I-18-4428 Pre-Stage Shoulder Work
I-18-4392 Winter Protection
I-19-4453 Additional Hinsdale Demolition Requirements and Supplement
I-18-4427 Acceleration for Retaining Walls TS38.70R and TS38.00R
I-18-4373 Additional Protective Shield at BN 347 & 348
I-18-4373 Balancing of Omitted Section for East Limit Shift
I-18-4373 Paved Shoulder Thickness Increase
I-18-4392 IL 23 Temp Lighting
I-18-4392 Pipe Underdrain Ramp A-B
I-18-4392 Pipe Underdrain Ramp C-D
I-18-4374 Additional Earth Excavation
I-18-4471 Pavement Resurfacing
I-18-4391 TER 1 MOT Extension
I-18-4391 CR-3 Plaza 39 Tunnel Modifications
I-16-4274 ATP 34 Guardrail Issues 16 & 19
I-18-4392 Temporary Information Signing
I-17-4683 M-16 Trailer Rental
RR-16-4277R Furnish Comm System Upgrade
RR-18-4425 Additional Pavement and Supplement
I-17-4683 Separate and Transport Buried Concrete
I-18-4392 Late Season Epoxy Pavement Marking
I-18-4392 Snow Removal
I-17-4683 Unplanned Unsuitable Slag Relocation
RR-18-4441 Joint Removal and Replacement
RR-17-5000 Final Grading, Storm Drainage, and Site Restoration near the Heliport Building
RR-13-4116 York Road Resurfacing
RR-13-4117R Topsoil Furnish and Place 6 Inch
I-18-4433 Transfer Slab Piling Length Increase
I-18-4433 Transfer Slab Winter Protection
I-18-4433 SB I-294 Lane 3 Patch Repair
I-18-4433 Winter MOT Pavement Markings
I-18-4391 Watchdog Camera - Plaza 39
I-18-4391 Weekend CRC Pavement Construction
I-18-4446 Glare Screen - Supplement #1
RR-19-4470 I-294 SB Joint Repair
I-18-4428 Insurance Premium for C-1 Agreement
RR-18-4425 Switchgear Breakers Retrofit and Supplement
RR-18-4425 Site-Fencing Replacement and Supplement
I-18-4374 Issue #1 ITS Revisions
RR-16-4256 Pressure Relief Joints at 22nd St.
RR-16-4256 Emergency Pavement Patching
I-18-4446 Modified R.O.W. Fence
I-18-4446 Tower 13D Revisions
RR-13-4116 MASH Temporary Concrete Barrier
RR-13-4116 Acceleration
RR-16-4256 Field Office Relocate
I-18-4392 RAB Temp Pavement
I-18-4392 Harmony Stage 2A
I-18-4430 Electrical Feed for Navigation Lighting
I-18-4433 Ramp L Embankment Stockpiling and Hauling
RR-18-4425 Site Utilities Union Support and Supplement
I-18-4430 Additional Permanent Casing for Drilled Shafts
I-18-4428 Temporary Fiber Optic Re-Route
I-18-4428 Pavement & Pothole Repair
I-18-4428 Contractor staging Aggregate
I-18-4428 Culvert No. 2 Revisions
I-18-4428 Stiffener Welder
I-18-4392 Field Office
I-18-4392 FO Backbone Infrastructure
I-17-4683 Additional Slab Jacking
I-18-4694 Concrete Shoulders - Supplement